Consulting Arborist Newsletter
Premises Liability Issue
Character is like a tree and reputation like
a shadow. The shadow is what we think of
it; the tree is the real thing.
		
- Abraham Lincoln
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When hazardous trees fall the question is often
“Was it foreseeable?”
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Jud Scott Consulting Arborist LLC is an arboricultural consulting firm ready to assist you
with cases involving trees and landscapes. Jud Scott has 30+ years of experience to offer
in helping find resolutions to conflicts involving trees.
If your dispute involves, premises liability issues, herbicide drift, hazard tree recognition,
appraisal of damages, assessment after a fire, tree preservation during construction,
proper pruning techniques, tree worker safety or arboricultural dispute resolution, Jud
Scott can be a valuable part of your team.
Jud Scott has been providing these services for over 30 years to various market segments
including attorneys, insurance professionals, developers, architectural and engineering
firms, government agencies, universities, golf courses, and high-end residential clients.
So when trees or landscapes are the center of your conflict, call Jud Scott who works as
a Consultant to the Professionals!

Consulting
Arborist
Services
Premises Liability Audits™
Many property owners don’t realize that part of their legal duty to
maintain their premises in a safe, hazard-free condition may include
their trees. A proactive Visual Tree Assessment (VTA) of trees
and the implementation of a maintenance program can lessen the property owner’s exposure to property
damage and personal liability. Jud Scott can perform a Premises Liability Audit which is a report that
assesses the needs of a property. This report can assist you in determining the need for tree care.

An Audit is an assessment that
determines a properties needs!

Before trees become the center of a conflict consider a Premises Liability Audit.

Tree Failure Analysis
If and when a tree fails and causes harm or property damage it is often
necessary to determine if it was foreseeable. Tree failure analysis should be
performed by an arborist who has extensive knowledge about trees and their
structural components. It is often easy to tell, after a failure, that the tree had
a structural problem but what did it look like before the failure?

Other Services
Available
Arboricultural/Horticultural consulting
Risk Analysis for trees
Tree Inventories
Premises Liability Audits™
Visual Tree Assessment
Woodland Analysis and Management
Tree Inspection Program
Evidence Procurement
Herbicide Interaction Investigation
Tree Preservation Planning
Tree and Shrub Appraisal
Arboricultural Dispute Resolution
Expert Witness services
Forensic Expert services

Was this failure
foreseeable?

Evidence Procurement
If a tree fails and causes harm you should have a plan
to preserve the evidence. Storage of the offending tree
or portion of the tree can be helpful at a later date.
Failure to “preserve the evidence” might be considered
Spoliation of Evidence. Let Jud Scott help you to put
together an evidence procurement plan.

Preserve the evidence!

Consulting Arborist Corner
“An article for you to share with your clients.”
A Plug for the Fire Department!
In your duties as a maintenance contractor, pay specific
attention to the fire hydrant in your client’s front lawn. When
you plow snow in the winter do not push the snow so as to
hide or limit access to the hydrant. Also when trimming shrubs
in the summer, your clients may request that you do not trim
much, because “they don’t want to see the fire hydrant in
their front lawn”. Advise them that to clear the fire hydrant is
a good practice and may be the law. According to the Indiana
Fire Code, a fire hydrant is supposed to have “a 3-foot clear
space (that) shall be maintained around the circumference of
the fire hydrant, except as otherwise required or approved”.
*Check your state codes.

Keep the undergrowth
cleared away!

A landscape architect or designer needs to be very careful in
designing plantings or fencing around a fire hydrant. First, never plant shrubs or specify a fence with
the intent to totally screen the fire hydrant, as they are to be visible for fire safety. Also be careful
in what you specify to plant near fire hydrants because if your proposed planting grows to hide the
hydrant and prevents the fire department from finding it during a fire emergency, you may be liable!
As you work to maintain your client’s property remember that a fire hydrant is a public safety structure
that needs to be attended to. It is there for your client’s safety as well as others in the neighborhood.

A Picture Says it Best...

Could this have been prevented?

An accident waiting
to happen?
Was this failure foreseeable?

Trees in History
Early Premises Liability
In 1850 in the southern Indiana town of Gnaw Bone (pop. 8),
John Allcorn was killed by a falling tulip poplar tree (Liriodendron
tulipifera). This was a tragic event but not unheard of in the day.
There were no undertakers within twenty miles, so neighbors
hollowed out a large tulip poplar (some accounts say the same tree
that killed John) to make a coffin.
Local lore tells us that soon after the burial a “poplar” sprouted at
the head of John’s grave as a living monument.
A recent visit to Crouch Cemetery could not reveal a headstone for
John Allcorn but did find the magnificent tulip poplar in the adjacent
photo. The tree appears to be the right age to be John Allcorn’s
Living Monument.
John Allcorn’s Memorial
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Consultant to the Professionals!

